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7 Abstract

8 A question that has plagued self-enhancement research is whether participants truly believe the overly positive self-assessments they
9 report, or whether better-than-average e!ects reflect mere hopes or self-presentation. In a test of people’s belief in the accuracy of their
10 self-enhancing trait ratings, participants made a series of bets, each time choosing between betting that they had scored at least as high on
11 a personality test as a random other participant, or betting on a random drawing in which the probability of success was matched to their
12 self-assigned percentile rank on the test. They also reported the point at which they would switch their bet from their self-rating to the
13 drawing, or vice versa. Participants were indi!erent between betting on themselves or on the drawing, and it took only a slight change in
14 the drawing’s probability for them to switch their bet, indicating that people truly believe their self-enhancing self-assessments.
15 ! 2008 Published by Elsevier Inc.
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18 Q4 People are unlikely to know precisely where they stand
19 among their peers on such traits as warmth, wisdom, or
20 wastefulness, or on such abilities as wit, whistling, or
21 woodworking. That has not stopped psychologists from
22 asking people precisely where they think they stand on such
23 dimensions. Numerous investigators, including both
24 authors of this paper, have asked participants to assign
25 themselves a single percentile value specifying their stand-
26 ing among their peers (e.g., Dunning, Meyerowitz, & Holz-
27 berg, 1989; Gilovich, Kerr, & Medvec, 1993; Kruger, 1999;
28 Kruger & Dunning, 1999; Williams & Gilovich, in prepara-
29 tion). But what are we to make of these ratings? Imagine
30 someone who is uncertain of her standing on the trait of
31 intelligence, thinking she might rank as high as the 70th
32 percentile and no lower than the 40th. Is she likely to report
33 the midpoint of these high and low values (55th) as her per-

34centile estimate? Or is she likely to give herself the benefit
35of the doubt and report an estimate close to her subjective
36ceiling?
37Implicit in these questions is the broader issue of
38whether people stand by their percentile estimates. The
39issue is important in light of the frequently-observed ten-
40dency for people’s percentile estimates to yield an ‘‘above
41average e!ect” (e.g., Dunning, Heath, & Suls, 2004). On
42most positive traits and abilities, the average response is
43well above average—roughly at the 60th or 65th percentile
44across positive traits (e.g., Dunning et al., 1989; Kruger &
45Dunning, 1999). Do people really mean it when they say
46they are, on average, above average?
47Surprisingly, this question has not been addressed in
48previous research. We are unaware of any study that has
49assessed whether people are truly committed to their self-
50assessments, treating them the same way they treat, say,
51the likelihood of various aleatory events. Does someone
52who states that he is at the 75th percentile on the dimension
53of friendliness think that his chances of being friendlier
54than a randomly-selected peer are the same as rolling a four
55or less with a six-sided die? Or, when push comes to shove
56and people are asked to anchor their assessments in objec-
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57 tive terms, do people back o! their estimates, acknowledg-
58 ing that their estimates were inflated? The research we
59 report here was designed to examine this question.
60 There is some evidence in the literature on self-assessment
61 that suggests that people’s typical estimates are purposefully
62 (and hence knowingly) inflated. For example, people’s con-
63 fidence in their ability to accomplish various tasks reliably
64 diminishes as the moment to perform the task draws near
65 (Carroll, Sweeny, & Shepperd, 2006; Gilovich et al., 1993;
66 Shepperd, Ouellette, & Fernandez, 1996). There are many
67 possible interpretations of this result, not all of them involv-
68 ing deliberate distortion. But one plausible interpretation is
69 that people feel free to give knowingly inflated estimates of
70 their likely success far from the moment of truth and there
71 is no possibility—or no imminent possibility—of their pre-
72 dictions being disconfirmed. As the moment of truth draws
73 near, however, people may feel accountable to what is about
74 to happen and thus rein in their inflated estimates accord-
75 ingly. This work can be taken to imply, in other words, that
76 people would tend to stand behind their proximate estimates
77 but not their distant estimates.
78 More recent research reinforces this possibility. Armor
79 and Sackett (2006) found that for hypothetical tasks, peo-
80 ple make overconfident predictions about their perfor-
81 mance, predictions that are uncorrelated with their actual
82 performance. When these same tasks are presented as real
83 ones the participants are about to undertake, however,
84 people’s predictions are much less overconfident, and cor-
85 relate quite strongly with their actual performance. The
86 authors suggest that predictions about hypothetical or
87 non-imminent tasks are construed at a more abstract level,
88 and thus are more ambiguous, allowing for a more optimis-
89 tic interpretation of what the tasks will be like and how one
90 is likely to perform (Dunning et al., 1989). In support of
91 this contention, specifying the conditions under which par-
92 ticipants are to perform the tasks constrains their ability to
93 construe them in a self-serving manner, much like how, in
94 the context of trait-based self-assessments, people who
95 make comparisons to specific, individuated others are less
96 able to self-enhance (Alicke, Klotz, Breitenbecher, Yurak,
97 & Vredenburg, 1995).
98 Further evidence that people may be less than fully com-
99 mitted to the self-assessments they typically provide in psy-
100 chology experiments comes from research on
101 accountability (Lerner & Tetlock, 1999; Sedikides, Herbst,
102 Hardin, & Dardis, 2002). That is, accountability appears to
103 reduce overconfidence and self-enhancement. In one study,
104 participants wrote and graded their own essays. Those who
105 were told they would have to justify their grades to a grad-
106 uate student in English Composition assigned themselves
107 lower grades than those who were led to believe that their
108 self-assigned grades were anonymous (Sedikides et al.,
109 2002). Furthermore, accountability may not just diminish
110 inflated self-assessments; it may also increase calibration,
111 such that the correlation between accuracy and confidence
112 is higher for accountable participants than for unaccount-
113 able participants (Lerner & Tetlock, 1999).

114Although these findings hint that people may not really
115mean what they say when they provide percentile estimates
116of their abilities, studies in the confidence and calibration
117literature suggests that they may be truly committed to
118their estimates. For example, Dunning, Gri"n, Milojkovic,
119and Ross (1990) had participants make predictions about
120another person’s behavior and state how confident they
121were that their predictions were correct. Then, inspired
122by de Finetti’s exchangeability hypothesis (Edwards, Lind-
123man, & Savage, 1963), they o!ered the participants a series
124of gambles, one for each prediction. For each gamble, they
125were given a choice between betting that their prediction of
126the target person’s behavior was correct (for which, if they
127were properly calibrated, the odds of success were equiva-
128lent to their stated confidence) or betting on a random
129drawing, with the chance of winning varying between
13055% and 95%. Thus, for some of the bets, the random
131drawing had a lower chance of paying o! than their predic-
132tion about the target’s behavior; for others it had a higher
133chance of paying o!; and for others it had an equivalent
134chance of paying o!. Consistent with the idea that partici-
135pants stood behind their estimates, they tended to choose
136the bet with the higher payo!, regardless of whether it
137involved betting on their prediction or betting on the draw-
138ing, and they were indi!erent between the two when their
139chance of success was equal. If the participants were aware
140that they were overconfident, one would expect to see sig-
141nificantly more bets being placed on the drawing than on
142their predictions, but this was not the case (see also Fisch-
143ho!, Slovic, & Lichtenstein, 1977).
144Similar results were obtained by Heath and Tversky
145(1991), who gave participants a choice between betting that
146their judgments were correct or betting on a random lot-
147tery, for which the chances of winning were equal to their
148stated chances that their judgments were correct. When
149the domain of judgment was one about which they did
150not feel highly knowledgeable, and thus they did not feel
151confident about their judgments, they were more likely to
152bet on the lottery. However, when the domain was one in
153which they were knowledgeable and they were confident
154in their judgments, they were more likely to bet on their
155judgments than the random drawing, and were willing to
156pay a premium to do so. Likewise, Camerer and Lovallo
157(1999) obtained similar results in their study of excess entry
158into financial markets. They found that investors were will-
159ing to bet on a random market at rates almost exactly com-
160mensurate with the risk involved, but were willing to bet on
161a market based on their own competence at rates unwar-
162ranted by their probability of success.
163What, then, is one to make of the self-assessments doc-
164umented in the self-enhancement literature? Are they the
165result of people knowingly giving themselves the benefit
166of considerable doubt—and thus represent judgments to
167which they have little commitment? Research showing that
168people back away from their estimates about their future
169performance when the tasks they face become more real,
170more imminent, and more public suggests that they may
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171 indeed. Or, are people’s assessments of their standing on
172 various trait dimensions like the confidence estimates they
173 provide in calibration paradigms—overly optimistic but
174 fully endorsed? The present research used an exchangeabil-
175 ity procedure to find out. The question of interest was
176 whether people would be committed to their assess-
177 ments—treating, for example, the statement that they are
178 at the 67th percentile in intelligence the same as a lottery
179 bet with a two-thirds chance of success—or whether they
180 would back away from their estimates when push came
181 to shove, knowing that their estimates had been shaded
182 in a flattering direction.

183 Overview

184 Participants were given a bogus personality test and
185 then asked to predict how they would score on it relative
186 to other Cornell students. They were asked to make predic-
187 tions about their scores on four traits known to yield above
188 average e!ects. After making their ratings, participants
189 were told that their actual scores on the test would be com-
190 pared to those of a randomly-selected participant. With
191 this in mind, they were to make a series of gambles, one
192 for each of the four traits. For each gamble, they could
193 bet on whether they would score higher on the test than
194 the other participant, or they could bet on a random draw-
195 ing with a probability of success equal to the percentile
196 ranking they had assigned themselves on the trait in ques-
197 tion. After they chose their bet, they were also asked at
198 which point, after we altered the probability of winning
199 the random draw, they would switch their bet to the other
200 option. If participants’ self-assessments are knowingly
201 inflated, as work on accountability and the time course of
202 self-enhancement suggests they may be, they should prefer
203 to bet on the random drawing. They would know that the
204 random drawing o!ered them a better chance of winning.
205 If, however, participants are committed to their percentile
206 estimates, as previous work on the calibration of confi-
207 dence judgments has indicated, they should be indi!erent
208 between betting on their standing on each of the traits
209 and betting on the random draw.

210 Methods

211 Participants

212 Forty-nine Cornell undergraduates participated for
213 extra-credit in various psychology courses and an opportu-
214 nity to win up to $4.

215 Procedure

216 Participants arrived individually and were administered
217 a bogus personality test consisting of 58 yes-or-no state-
218 ments, such as ‘‘You often do jobs in a hurry,” and
219 ‘‘You are consistent in your habits.” The test was designed
220 to have a mix of transparent and opaque questions to give

221it the feel of a genuine personality inventory. After com-
222pleting the questionnaire, participants were asked to rate
223how they believed had they scored, relative to other Cornell
224students, on four traits—intelligence, creativity, maturity,
225and positivity. More specifically, participants were asked
226to assign themselves a percentile value, representing the
227percentage of their Cornell peers they would score higher
228than, on each of the traits.
229Participants were then told that they were to make a ser-
230ies of four bets, each with a chance to win $1. On each bet,
231they were given the option of betting on (a) drawing a num-
232bered token from an urn, or (b) the prospect of scoring
233higher than a randomly selected Cornell student on the
234trait in question. Participants were shown the urn contain-
235ing the numbered tokens and were told they had been ran-
236domly yoked to an earlier participant, someone whose
237identity they would never know and who would never
238know theirs. They were given the following detailed
239instructions about the bets:

240In one, you would bet on whether you have scored high-
241er on a particular trait, as measured by the test you just
242took, than the person with whom you were randomly
243paired. Or, you can bet on whether you select, without
244looking, a piece from this jar here that contains a num-
245ber with a value equal to or below some cuto! number.
246The cuto! number will be set up so that the probability
247of drawing a value that equals or falls below it will be
248the same as the percentile ranking you gave yourself
249on the trait in question.
250Let’s say, for example, that you ranked yourself at the
25160th percentile on intelligence. This means that you
252believe that of 100 random Cornell students, you will
253rank higher than 60 of them, and lower than 40 of them.
254This would mean that you have a 60% chance of win-
255ning the bet if you chose to bet on your standing on
256intelligence. If, however, you were to choose the
257matched-probability bet, you would choose, without
258looking, a piece from this jar here. Each of the pieces
259has a number on it, from 1 to 100. To win, the piece
260you chose from the jar would have to be numbered 60
261or below, giving you a 60% chance of winning.

262After it was clear that participants understood this part
263of the task, they were also asked how much of a change in
264probabilities it would take for them to switch their bet from
265the jar to their standing on the trait in question, or vice
266versa. They were asked whether they would change their
267bet if the probability of a winning draw from the jar
268increased or decreased by 1 point, 2 points, and so on until
2695 points above or 5 points below the original matched bet.
270Although no participants changed their bet in the ‘‘wrong”
271direction (for example, changing their bet from the self to
272the jar if the jar’s probability of winning were to decrease),
273they were still asked if they would switch at any of the five
274‘‘wrong” points to ensure that they understood the nature
275of the process. In addition, if none of the five new proba-
276bilities was a large enough change to prompt the partici-
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277 pants to switch their bet, they were asked outright how
278 much the jar’s probability of paying o! would have to
279 increase or decrease to get them to switch. Because this
280 process would most likely be unfamiliar to participants,
281 the spoken instructions were accompanied by a visual aid
282 depicting two yardsticks with moving markers (see
283 Fig. 1), which demonstrated how a bet on one’s self-assess-
284 ment and a bet on the drawing would compare, and also
285 how changing the probability of a winning draw from the
286 jar would compare to the original bet they had placed.
287 After this process was completed for all four traits, par-
288 ticipants were carefully debriefed, being told that: (1) the
289 test was constructed specifically for this experiment and
290 cannot, in fact, predict or assess their personality, and (2)
291 that their scores would never be compared to other partic-
292 ipants’ scores. Because they were o!ered the opportunity to
293 win cash in addition to the extra credit they were to receive,
294 they were given the opportunity to draw a piece from the
295 jar, with the color of the piece determining how much they
296 won. There were equal numbers of five di!erent colors in
297 the jar, and each color corresponded to a dollar amount
298 from $0 to $4.

299 Results

300 Self-enhancement

301 To test whether people are committed to their beliefs
302 that they are above average on positive traits, it is neces-
303 sary to establish that participants did, in fact, self-enhance.
304 A composite of the four relevant trait ratings revealed that
305 participants did indeed make self-enhancing estimates on
306 the four traits, with the average rating well above the
307 50th percentile (M = 60.96,SD = 13.33), t(48) = 5.76,
308 p < .001, d = .82. The four individual traits, intelligent

309(M = 55.51, SD = 16.75, t(48) = 2.30, p < .05, d = .33),
310creative (M = 56.22, SD = 18.94, t(48) = 2.30, p < .05,
311d = .33), mature (M = 67.86, SD = 15.44, t(48) = 8.09,
312p < .001, d = 1.16), and positive (M = 64.24, SD = 21.11,
313t(48) = 4.73, p < .001, d = .67), each revealed a significant
314above average e!ect as well.

315Commitment

316The distribution of participants’ bets on their percentile
317ratings versus a draw from the jar should reveal whether
318they truly believe the self-assessments they provided. If
319they were to bet disproportionately on their percentile rat-
320ings, one would have to infer that participants thought they
321had understated their true standing and that their chance
322of outscoring their yoked peer was actually higher than
323their stated percentile standing. If they were to bet dispro-
324portionately on the random draw, one would have to infer
325that participants thought they had overstated their true
326standing and that their chance of outscoring their yoked
327peer was lower than their stated percentile standing. If,
328however, participants stand behind their self-assessments,
329they should show no preference between betting on the ran-
330dom draw and betting on their self-ratings.
331Across all 196 bets, participants were in fact indi!erent
332between betting on their chances of scoring higher on the
333personality test than their yoked peer and betting on the
334probability of winning the random draw. Participants
335placed 95 bets on the random draw and 101 bets on the
336chance that they would score higher than their randomly-
337selected peer, v2(1,N = 196) = .18, ns. This indi!erence
338was apparent on three of the four individual traits, (crea-
339tive, mature, and positive; all v2 < .51, ns), with participants
340exhibiting a marginally significant preference to bet on the

0 Jar 10050

100Jar0 50

Self 1000 50

1000 50 Self

Fig. 1. A graphical depiction of the visual aids used to help participants understand the nature of the series of bets they were to make. Fig. 1a represents
the initial choice between bets. The top yardstick represents the participant’s self-rating and thus their supposed chance of scoring higher than the other
person—in this case 55%. The lower yardstick represents the matched-probability of drawing a winning token from the urn. Fig. 1b represents a
subsequent choice, assuming the participant originally chose to bet on her self-ratings. The probability of drawing a winning token from the jar has
increased by 3% to 58%. The participant then decides whether that change in probability is enough for her to switch her bet from her self-ratings to the
random drawing.
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341 jar rather than their relative standing when it came to the
342 trait of intelligence, v2 (1, N = 49) = 3.45, p = .06, /= .27.
343 The point at which participants would choose to switch
344 their bets also speaks to how committed they were to their
345 self-assessments. If they believed their estimates to be accu-
346 rate, and hence were indi!erent to betting on their own
347 standing or the random draw, they should be willing to
348 switch their bet to the rejected option when the probability
349 of winning with the random draw is altered only slightly.
350 Fig. 2 presents the percentage of participants who switched
351 their bets when the probability of winning with the random
352 draw was increased (for those who initially bet on them-
353 selves) or decreased (for those who initially bet on the
354 draw) in 1% increments. Consistent with the idea that par-
355 ticipants were truly committed to their original estimates of
356 their own percentile standing, they tended to be quite
357 responsive to changes in the probability of winning with
358 the random draw. When the chances of winning with the
359 random draw were increased by a single percentage point,
360 participants who initially bet on themselves stated that they
361 would switch to a bet on the draw 14.7% of the time, and
362 that they would do so 60.4% of the time when the probabil-
363 ity of winning with the random drawing was increased by 5
364 percentage points. Similar results were obtained from par-
365 ticipants who originally bet on the random draw. When the
366 chances of winning with the random draw were decreased
367 by a single percentage point, they stated that they would
368 switch to bet on themselves 14.8% of the time, and would
369 do so 60.0% of the time when the probability of winning
370 with the random draw was decreased by 5 percentage
371 points.
372 For the 77 bets that participants said they would not
373 switch even when the chances of winning with the random
374 draw was altered by 5%, the median change in the proba-
375 bility of winning with the draw that would prompt them
376 to alter their original bet was just 10 percentage points.
377 Clearly, it did not take much of a change in the probability

378of winning the random draw to alter participants’ prefer-
379ence for betting on their own standing versus the outcome
380of a random draw. And participants were not more reluc-
381tant to switch one type of bet over the other, requiring,
382for example, a much larger change in probability to switch
383from the jar to the self-ratings. Those bets that would
384require larger changes in probability to be switched were
385evenly balanced between initial bets on self-ratings and ini-
386tial bets on the jar. The mean change in probability that
387would prompt a switched bet, across all bets as well as only
388those that require a change in probability greater than 5%,
389is not significantly di!erent from 0, (Moverall = !1.38,
390t(195) = !1.41, n; M>5% = !3.38, t(76) = !1.4, ns). It thus
391appears that participants took their percentile estimates
392seriously, viewing an estimate that, say, they fall at the
39367th percentile on the trait of creativity much like they
394would the probability of drawing from an urn with a
395two-thirds probability of winning.

396Discussion

397Psychologists have known for at least thirty years that
398people are prone to unrealistically positive assessments of
399their traits and abilities—and they probably suspected it
400much longer than that. Researchers have o!ered two inter-
401pretations of this e!ect, both viable: (1) people knowingly
402inflate their standing on positive traits, and thus do not
403truly believe them and would modify them downward if
404held responsible for their estimates; and (2) people fully
405believe their positive self-assessments, and are willing to
406take actions based on them that are commensurate with
407the ratings they have provided. We sought to test whether
408people do, in fact, truly believe the self-enhancing trait rat-
409ings to which they are prone.
410Participants in our study were indi!erent between bet-
411ting on the percentile rankings they assigned themselves
412and a matched-chance random drawing, indicating that
413they believed the two numerically equivalent probabili-
414ties—the probability that they would score higher than a
415random person on a personality test and the probability
416that they would win a random lottery—were truly equal.
417Their indi!erence between the two bets indicates that they
418believe they were neither overestimating nor underestimat-
419ing their standing among their peers on the traits in ques-
420tion. In addition, participants did not hesitate to change
421their bets when the relative probabilities were altered only
422slightly, indicating that they truly believed the two initial
423bets gave them an equal chance of winning, and therefore
424that a small change in one should prompt a switch to the
425other.
426A critic might argue that our results are an artifact of
427self-presentation—that participants gave the responses
428they did in order to convey an impression that they are
429the type of person whose word can be trusted. Two ele-
430ments of our study suggest otherwise, however. First, real
431money was riding on the bets participants chose. There-
432fore, if participants were aware that they had over- or

Fig. 2. The percentage of bets that was switched from an initial bet on the
self to a bet on the random drawing when the probability of the drawing
paying o! increased by 5 percentage points or less (triangles), and the
percentage of bets that were switched from an initial bet on the drawing to
a bet on the self when the probability of the drawing paying o! decreased
by 5 percentage points or less (circles).
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433 underestimated themselves but attempted to bet as if they
434 had not, they did so at a real cost to themselves. Second,
435 suppose participants were interested in conveying the
436 impression that they were committed to their estimates.
437 How would they do so? By betting on their standing rela-
438 tive to the other Cornell student or by betting on the ran-
439 dom draw with the same stated probability? Neither bet
440 does much to support or impugn the impression that one
441 stands behind one’s original percentile estimate. Indeed,
442 the fact that participants bet almost exactly as often on
443 the random draw as they did on their own relative standing
444 indicates that no systematic self-presentational artifact was
445 at play. Although some participants split their four bets
446 evenly between their own standing and the random draw,
447 many did not. Twenty-two of the 49 participants chose
448 three bets of one type and one of the other and four partic-
449 ipants chose all four bets of the same type.
450 Note that although our results indicate that people truly
451 believe in their (self-enhancing) trait ratings, treating an
452 estimated likelihood that they rank higher than 65% of
453 their peers as equivalent to a random drawing with a
454 65% chance of success, we cannot specify just how confi-
455 dent participants are in their estimates. A person might
456 be absolutely convinced that she ranks at the 65th percen-
457 tile on the dimension of creativity, or she might merely
458 think that that is her most likely standing, with little faith
459 in the precise value. Distinguishing between these two pos-
460 sibilities and ascertaining exactly how confident people are
461 in their trait ratings was not the purpose of this research.
462 Instead, the aim was to ascertain whether the self-enhanc-
463 ing trait ratings frequently reported in the literature are
464 the result of deliberate distortion or whether they are truly
465 believed—at whatever level of confidence. Our results
466 clearly support the latter. Participants took their estimates
467 su"ciently seriously to guide their choices, both in terms of
468 which bets to pick initially as well as when it was appropri-
469 ate to switch to the other. They were su"ciently confident
470 in them, in other word, to act on them.
471 Several processes have been o!ered to account for self-
472 enhancement, including some form of wishful thinking
473 (e.g., Sedikides, 1993), self-serving resolutions of ambiguity
474 (e.g., Dunning et al., 1989), and an egocentric substitution
475 error (e.g., Klar & Giladi, 1997; Kruger, 1999; Moore &
476 Small, 2007). It is possible that any or all of these processes
477 gave rise to the ratings we report here, and we make no
478 claim about the source of the self-enhancement we
479 observed. What is clear, however, is that participants, as
480 a whole, self-enhanced. The average trait ratings were sig-
481 nificantly above the 50th percentile on all four traits.
482 Although we cannot say, of course, whether any given par-
483 ticipant’s ratings were overly optimistic (e.g., Armor &
484 Taylor, 1998; Colvin & Block, 1994), the ratings as a whole
485 did not comport with reality. As long as the comparison
486 group is an appropriate one (in this case, Cornell students
487 as a whole), and the participants are not a select sample
488 from that group, the average estimated percentile ranking
489 must equal the 50th. The mean ratings we observed were

490significantly higher than that and hence constitute evidence
491of significant self-enhancement.
492Our findings have implications for the longstanding con-
493troversy over the question of whether various biases in
494everyday judgment are ‘‘real,” or simply the product of
495artificial laboratory assessment procedures that encourage
496an excessively negative assessment of human capabilities
497(Gigerenzer, 1996; Gilovich, 1991; Gilovich & Gri"n,
4982002; Kahneman & Tversky, 1996; Krueger & Funder,
4992004) Q2. Had participants in our study provided evidence
500that their initial assessments were inflated, the results
501would have to be taken as evidence that there is indeed
502something wrong with the usual assessment procedures
503used in this area of research and that the problems with
504the methods promote a misleadingly negative impression
505of people’s capacity to evaluate themselves accurately.
506But our participants’ readiness to exchange one type of
507bet with another when the stated probability of the alea-
508tory event was slightly altered indicates that the self-
509enhancement observed in this study is anything but an arti-
510fact. Overly optimistic self-assessments thus appear to be a
511genuine feature of everyday experience. The main contribu-
512tion of this research, then, is to demonstrate that these self-
513assessments are not an artifact of the methods that are used
514to assess them, but instead reflect beliefs to which people
515are genuinely committed.
516The results of this study provide further evidence of a
517‘‘bias blindspot” in everyday judgment (Ehrlinger, Gilo-
518vich, & Ross, 2005; Pronin, Gilovich, & Ross, 2004).
519Although people seem to be aware that others are prone
520to self-enhancing trait ratings (e.g., Krueger, 1998), they
521clearly treat their own ratings as unbiased summaries of
522their true standing. To the extent that the causes of unreal-
523istically favorable self-assessments stem from purely cogni-
524tive processes, blindness to one’s own self-enhancement is
525nearly inevitable. Those who exert great e!ort to drive
526carefully, for example, will quite naturally think of careful-
527ness when evaluating driving ability, note their own e!orts
528to be careful, and conclude that they are especially good
529drivers (e.g., Dunning et al., 1989; Svenson, 1981). And
530nothing in this process is likely to trigger any recognition
531that their resultant judgments are biased. Even many moti-
532vational sources of self-enhancement are unlikely to leave
533palpable evidence of bias. Accumulating evidence indicates
534that motivational biases are not heavy-handed and trans-
535parent, leading people simply to seize on desirable proposi-
536tions or willfully adopt favorable self-assessments. Instead,
537they appear to operate more subtly, leading individuals to
538employ di!erent—but, individually, entirely reasonable—
539standards for evaluating propositions they want to believe
540and those they want to reject (Ditto & Lopez, 1992; Gilo-
541vich, 1991; Lord, Ross, & Lepper, 1979). Thus, whether a
542given instance of self-enhancement is cognitive or motiva-
543tional in origin, the result is the same: the assessment rings
544true to the one who made it. So true, in fact, that it is expe-
545rienced as more of a fact about the world than a product of
546judgment (e.g., Pronin et al., 2004), and therefore as some-
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547 thing exchangeable with a comparable fact about the
548 world, such as an aleatory gamble with equal probability.
549 What is one to make of the finding that people who feel
550 socially accountable for their judgments tend to make less
551 flattering assessments—or that people’s estimates of their
552 likely performance are less favorable right before the time
553 to perform is at hand than when it is far in the future?
554 Do people view one set of assessments as more valid and
555 ‘‘real” than another? Are they aware of the inconsistency?
556 We suspect not. Research from across a broad range of
557 areas in psychology indicates that many judgments and
558 mental representations are constructed ‘‘on the fly” using
559 information that is highly context-dependent and hence
560 yield judgments that are quite variable and sensitive to
561 the existing circumstances (e.g., Bem & McConnell, 1970;
562 Kahneman & Tversky, 1982; Slovic & Lichtenstein, 1983;
563 Tversky & Thaler, 1990; Yeh & Barsalou, 2006). In the
564 present case, some circumstances lead to the recruitment
565 of mental operations and subsets of existing knowledge
566 that yield highly flatteringly self-assessments; other circum-
567 stances encourage the recruitment of di!erent mental oper-
568 ations and subsets of information that yield more modest
569 assessments. The judgments rendered in both circum-
570 stances are experienced as entirely valid—as appropriate
571 conclusions derived from the pertinent facts. Neither judg-
572 ment, one rendered from a distant temporal perspective
573 and the other from a more proximate perspective, or one
574 rendered under conditions of accountability and the other
575 not, is experienced as more real or valid than the other.
576 It thus appears that people are flexible (Seligman, 2006)
577 or situated (Armor & Taylor, 1998) optimists—but genuine
578 optimists nonetheless.
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